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Inspirations from culture are distilled
in our ethos at CASA ARTE, where
crystal and natural materials are fused
in our interiors and custom furniture.

We look to capture the essence of our
rich culture studying colors, textures,
materials & design found in their place
and context.2015 3 16+ 100+



CASA ARTE is a lifestyle brand that produces functionally elegant and
accessibly luxurious consumer products. We stop at nothing to design,
develop, and manufacture lifestyle products that sparkle and resonate and
transform ordinary experiences into extraordinary moments. Where lifestyle
meets innovation and progressive brands thrive, you will find the perfect
partner and collaborator in CASA ARTE. We are not “vendors,” but rather
product innovation partners that make your visions come to life. Design, value,
and quality are in our DNA.

We are CASA ARTE. We are innovative, evolutionary, and revolutionary. We
are jewelry for your walls, floors, fixtures, furnishings, furniture.

SUPER GLOSSY FINISH BACKLIGHTABLE REAL GEMSTONES CERTIFIED LEAD FREE

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS DROP TESTED SOCIAL COMPLIANCE BV CERTIFED



Far from the stark terrain of the desert plains of western India,
amid world's oldest mountain range, Aravallis there is a heaven
on this earth.

A city of love, culture & art surrounded by  palace & lakes where
we create masterpieces using stones from the region & various
parts of the world diverse in hue, density, and opacity.

We only use high
quality raw materials.

We only sell products
certified quality

We employ people of all
backgrounds.

Prompt deliveries
guaranteed.

We use eco-friendly
packaging.
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Transport yourself to a one-of-a-kind landscape that is
simply beyond imagination. Experience an endless,
jaw-dropping world filled with eclectic wonder, magic,
and delightful memories.   

Explore and embark on a celebratory journey of life.
Connect with a more relaxed you and create your own
future, a future of ecstatic happiness and joy where you,
and only you, design your own dreams and I promise
you nothing but an exceptional experience.

Come visit us, and experience my city, our city.

DELHIUDAIPUR

Romil, Co-Founder & Designer
hautearte.com



OUR HEALING CRYSTAL GEMSTONE PRODUCTS WORK 24X7.

CRYSTALS VIBRATE AT THE SAME PITCH AS HUMANS AND
MAXIMIZE THE HEALING ABILITIES WE ALREADY HAVE. 

BECAUSE OF THIS COMFORTING FEELING, WHEN YOU
PLACE A CRYSTAL AROUND, THEY HELP YOU HEAL.

DESIGN IS NOT JUST WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE AND FEELS LIKE. 

DESIGN IS HOW IT WORKS 
 

                                                                      -  STEVE JOBS



EVERY STONE
HAS A STORY

PHONE NUMBER

+91 95303 08866

EMAIL ADDRESS

sales@lacasaarte.com

WEBSITE

www.hautearte.com

FACTORY ADDRESS

NH-8 AMBERI, SUKHER, UDAIPUR,
RAJASTHAN - 313024 

LIASONING OFFICE

EXPO MART, GREATER NOIDA


